
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTE:CTION AGE:NCV 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460 

10, 1988 

The Honorable Lee H. Thomas EPA-SAB-RAC-89-003 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
401 M Street s.w. 
Washington, D. c. 20460 

Dear Mr. . Thanas: 

Oil'ii'IC!i: OF 
Tl"ll!:: AO ... INI!;OTRATOR 

'!he Radiation Advisory Comnittee of the Science Advisory Board has 
reviewed the Office of Nadiation Program's plans for revising the tecl:mical 
basis for the Radionuclides NESHAP. The Science Advisory Board's Dose 
and Risk Subcamnittee sent you separate reports on I.aw-IEr radiation risks 
and on risks associated with radon. 1his letter transmits the report of 
the Sources and Transport SubcOOIIli ttee. 

The Director of the Office of Radiation Programs presented its 
approa.ch to the revisions in the May 23, 1988 memorandtm, ''Radiation Risk 
Assessment Methodologyu and in the June 21 , 1 988 memorandun, "Review of 
Clean Air Act Risk Assessments by Radiation Advisory C'.amtittee." Staff 
from the Office of Radiation Programs supplemented these memoranda with 
presentations at the open meeting of July 13-15:~~ 1988 • l-1embers of the 
public provided extensive written and oral public comment on technical 
issues. 

In considering whether the. Office of Radiation Programs approach was 
state-of-the~art and scientifically defensible, the Subcommittee addressed 
many issues including; the accuracy and ccmpleteness of the technical 
data, the validity of the modeling approach, the relevance of the data and 
mooeling to tb:l objectives, the presentation of results. and uncertainty. 

Of the numerous findings , by the Subcamnittee, we wish to highlight 
t;hree which we believe eo warrant the most serious attention by the Age:lt!y: 

1. Portions of the AIRIXlS-EPA methodology are no longer state-of
the-art, and must be updated to incorporate important recent 
advances in modeling radionuclide transport through envirornnental 
pathways. 

2. To date, EPA's treatment of modeling uncertainties has been 
qualitative rather than quantitative although state-of-the-art 
methods tor estimating uncertainty are avail~le. 

3. Best estimates (defined on page 9 of the report) with appropriate 
uncertainty statements should be used in all risk assessments. 
The "best" estimate should be statistically defined, according 
to the target population or individual and the shape of the 
uncertainty d~stribution. 
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To correct these deficiencies, the Subcamlittee C~rges the Pgeney 
to make CISe of qualified groups and individuals to help U8plement Unmediate 
and long-term U8provements in model structuees, C~nceetainty and sensitivity 
analyses. and ncdel validation. Results fran evaluations of si..Inilar 
radiological assessments are available which the Agency could C~Se now 
to guide its Unnediate activities. Longer-term efforts should involve a 
substantive C~pgrading of radionC~Clide transport codes and ensure that the 
methodology gains and main~ains a state-of-the-art status. 

r:etailed recatmendations which deal with these and other topics are 
found in the report. 

These concerns aside, the Subcatrnittee catmends the .Agency for its 
intentions to present radiation consequences as a function of risk 
level, as in the benzene example cited in the presentation; for the initial 
steps taken to validate the atmospheric dispersion code within AIRDDS-EPA; 
and for the use of sU8plified models for initial screening in the case of 
canpliance procedures. 

The Subcal'mittee hopes the Office of Radiation Programs will incorporate 
this advice into the Background Information DOcument and reminds the 
Agency that the Radiation Advisory CQ~lnittee has asked to review Voli.DieS 

· I and II of the new Background Il'll:ormation ll:lcunent when they are available. 

In considering the results of this review it is i..Inportant to recall 
that very si..Iniliar findings and recatmendations were offered to the Agency 
by the Science Advisory Board in January 1984. The apparent lack of 
responsiveness on this matter by the Office of Radiation Programs during 
this four year period is of grave concern to the SCience Advisory Board. 
It is the q>inion of the Board that action is required now to assure that 
f'-lture reviews will yield evidence of a more defensible scientific basis 
for regulatory decisions on radionuclide emissions. 

The Subcal'mittee appreciates the opportunity to conduct this scientific 
review. ~ request that the Agency formally respond to the scientific 
advice transmitted in the attached report. 

Enclosure 

cc: J. MOOre 
D. Clay 
R. Guimond 

Sincere~ 

l1 ~ ~ tdcJ~~ 
Norton Nelson, Chairman 
Exee.1tive CQ~lnittee 

20~ 
William J. Schull 
Radiation Advise 

il , Chairman 
and Transport S<lbcamtittee 

Ra<n:artion Advisory C<mni ttee 
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U. S. ENVIRO~ PROTECTION P.GENCY 

!his report has been written as a part of the activities of the 
Science Advisory Board, a public advisory group providing extramural 
scientific information and advice to the Administrator and other officials 
of the Environmental Protection Agency. !he Boaid is structured to 
provide a balanced expert assessment of scientific matters related to 
problE!IIs facing the Agency. !his report has not been reviewed for approval 
by the Agency and, hence, the contents of this report do not necessarily 
represent the views and policies of the Environmental Protection Agency, 
nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the Federal government, 
nor does mention of trade names or coornercial products constitute 
a recomnendation for use. 
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ABSTRAcr 

The Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Radiation Programs described 
its plans to update the technical basis supporting the National Emission 
Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) for radionuclides. Plans 
relating to sources of radionuclides in the environment, transport 
modeling, exposure, sensitivity analysis, and uncertainty analysis were 
described in a series of briefings at public meetings and documents 
including Radionuclides, Ba round Information Document for Final Rules 
( 1984) a t:w:> memor a rom rector o l.ce o J.atl.on 
programs "Radiation Risk Assessment Methodology'' May 23, 1988 and "Review 
of Clean Air Act Risk Assessments by Radiation Advisory Comnittee," 
June 21, 1988. 

The Sources and Transport Subcomni ttee of the Science Advisory Board's 
Radiation Advisory Caimittee reviewed these plans. Major findings and 
recomnendations were made regarding the state-of-the-art of the transport 
model (AIRIXS-EPA), uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, model validation, 
and the use of best estimates in risk assessment. The Subc(ll!llittee found 
that port ions of the AIRIXS-EP A methodology are no longer state-of-the-art, 
nor are they ccmpletely defensible from a scientific vie'iipoint because 
important advances in modeling radionuclide transport have not been 
incorporated. Because treatment of modeling uncertainties in radiation 
risk assessment by the Office of Radiation Programs has not been quantitative 
or rigorous, the assessments cannot be scientifically evaluated. The 
Subcomnittee rec(ll!llended that best estimates with appropriate uncertainty 
statements should be used in all risk assessments. The "best" estimate 
should be statistically defined, according to the target population or 
individual and the shape of the uncertainty distribution. 
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1 • 0 INrRODUcriOO 

The Science Advisory Board's Radiation Advisory Committee initiated 
this review because revision of the "National Emission Standard for 
Hazardous Air Pollutants; Standards for E<adionuclides" (NESHAP) is an 
important activity which could benefit fran the use of new data and improved 
scientific techniques developed in the last five to ten years. This report 
will generally rerer to that standard as the "Radionuclides NESHAP". 

The Radiation Advisory Committee formed the Sources and Ttansport 
Subcommittee to conduct the review. The roster for this Subcommittee 
appears at the front of this report. The Subcoomittee based its review 
on two memoranda (see appendices) fran the Director of the Office of 
Radiation Programs (ORP) with their attachments (1 ,2), oral presentations 
by ORP staff at the July 13-15, 1988 meeting, and public ccmDents. 

The objective of this review~ to examine the scientific basis for 
the evaluation of source terms and radiological assessment models that 
will be used in the l:'evisions to the Radionuclides NESHAP Background Information 
Documents scheduled for comvletion 1ate this winter. The Subcommittee 
review of the risk assessment methods ~ scheduled at this time to 
assist the Agency in meeting its court-mandated deadlines for issuing a 
proposed rulemaking of February 28, 1989. 

The following members of the public provided ccmDents on July 13, 1988: 

Dl:". rbnald Scroggin of Beveridge and Diamond PC 
on behalf of the Idaho Hining Association 

Dl:". Leonard Hamilton of Brookhaven National La.bm::atory 

Mr. Joe Baretincic of n-x;: Corporation 
on behalf of The Fertilizer Institute 

Dl:". Edwin Still of Kerr-Hc!;ee 
on behalf of the American Mining COngress 

Mr. Louis Cook of Chevron Resources Corporation 
on behalf of the American Hining Congress 

Mr. Tony Thompson of Pel:'kins Coie 
on behalf of the American l1ining Congress 

Dr. D:>uglas Chambers of SENE'S Consultants 
on behalf of the Americang Mining Congress 
and 'rhe Fertilizer Institute 
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The Subcc:mnittee appreciates these public cc:mnents, Oihich were well prepared 
and technically enlightening, and believes the information provided should 
be considered by the Agency in its ongoing revision to the NESlW' Background 
Information Docunents. 

Staff from the Office of Radiation Programs briefed the Subcommittee 
on planned changes to the methodology and data bases that will ultimately 
be incorporated into the Jjackground Information Docunent for the radionuclide 
NESHAP. However, since the Office of Radiation Programs is under severe 
time constraints, the Subcomnittee was not able to review the results of 
calculations or revisions to methodologies that will be used. Such 
results may not become available until late winter. Therefore, key issues 
and recc:mnendations of the Subcomnittee are based on its review" of previously 
docunented methods , the appended memoranda and oral presentations by the 
Office of Radiation Programs staff. 

Since no formal issues were raised by the Agency in preparation for 
this review, the Subcomnittee, after studying the supporting docunents 
and listening to briefings, identified five major topics for discussion. 
These topics along with specific recqmmendations follow. 
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2.0 OVERALL APPROACH TO THE USE OF DATA AND HODE:r.S IN THE RISK ASSESSMENT 

2.1 Use Dose/Risk Assessment Models for Deriving the Radionuclide 
NESHAP 

The SubcOIIIDittee focused on the extent to mich models should be 
used in lieu of efforts to obtain measured data; whether the model should 
be usable for both deriving a standard and determining COII\)liance; and 
the manner in which input/ output data are presented, especially the 
output data regarding risk distribution and uncertainty. 

The SubcOIIIDittee concurs with statements of the the Environmental 
Engineering Camnittee in its June 1, 1988 draft resolution on modeling (3), 

The use of mathematical models for environmental decision
making has increased significantly in recent years. The reasons 
for this are many, including sCientific adVances in the under
standing of certain environmental processes, the wide availability 
of COII!putational resources, the increased nUDber of scientists 
and engineers trained in mathanatical formulation and solution 
techniques, and a general recognition of the p~r and potential 
benefits of quantitative assessment methods. The increased 
reliance on mathematical models is evident within the U, s. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), where integrated enviroranental release, 
transport, exposure, and effects models are being developed and used 
for rulemaking decisions and regulatory impact assessments, 

Despite its appreciation of modeling, the Subcommittee believes that 
measured data 'best represent source strengths and environmental concentrations 
and also near-source atmospheric and environmental concentrations from 
sources subject to c0111plex diffusion (such as near a building complex or 
large gypSUlll or uranium tailings pile). The use of measured source data 
for elemental phosphorous plants is a good example of a case in which EPA has 
successfully benefited fran this approach. Where such data are not 
available or cannot be obtained on the schedule required, it is appropriate 
to use assessment models. 

2.2 Objectives of Assessment Calculations 

A1 though the 1984 Background Information DocUDent ( 4) describes in 
Voltllle 1 Chapter 6 methods to model the movement of radionuclides through 
environmental pathways, it fails to identify clearly the specific objectives 
of the calculations. Examples of assessment objectives are: the calculation 
of the waxinrum effective cOIIIDitted dose equivalent to the average individual 
in an exposed population, the effective dose equivalent per individual 
in the most exposed population group and the probability that the average 
dose in a critical group does not exceed a predetermined value, Although 
the methodology for various objectives may be similar, input data will 
differ substantially depending on whether average or highly conservative 
estimates are desired. . 
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The Subcommittee believes that ultimately it is necessary to estimate 
the expected number of health effects in the population as a consequence 
of routine emissions (including predictable seasonal and episodic releases) 
and to be able to relate this to an expected exposure level. The uncertainty 
ot the estimated health risks inherently incorporates the uncertainty in the 
exposure level. Th.erefore, full disclosure of the source and transport 
uncertainty may help quantify the total risk uncertainty and provide 
additional input that can be used in setting.emission standaros. 

2. 3 Input/Output Parameters 

The SubcODJDittee is concerned about both how input/output parameters for 
dose/risk models are chosen and about the actual parameters selected. This 
concern stems from the knowledge that data and it' a interpretations which are 
clearly and thoroughly presented are more easily understood, more accurately 
interpreted, and more readily related to other cc::mmon data or studies. 

2.4 Perspective on and Understanding of Calculated Health Risks 

It is essential to provide scientific data and analyses to the 
scientific comnunity, to the risk management decision-maker, and to the 
public in ways which show that often the calculated health effects may be 
derived for a population at very low individual risk. One effective tool 
for this purpose is presenting the population distribution of the calculated 
risk by individual risk level as is being considered in the draft revised 
benzene standard docunents (5). A decision to ignore very low individual 
risk levels is clearly risk management rather than risk assessment; 
however, the data should be available to decision makers in a \;By that 
provides too perspective necessary for informed judgments. Similarly, 
comparisons of these estimated risk levels with other COIIIDOnly encountered 
and accepted .::isks is necessary for perspective, 

2.5 Limitations of Dose Assessment Codes on Mainframe Computers 

The Subcommittee understands that the Agency is proceeding to develop 
a replacement code for AlRrx:s-EI?A. These new models will be embodied in 
a Comput:erized Radiological Risk Investigation System (CRRIS) on mainframe 
machines. M:xlels implemented on mainframe computers are generally 
inaccessible to all but a few specialists, are difficult to modify, and 
are expensive. The restriction on accessibility ltwits interaction with 
peer and interested user groups with the result that state-of-the-art 
methodologies rarely get widely implemented in a tiwely manner. Current 
generation microcomputers are approximately equivalent in power to late 
1970's mainframe machines on which current EPA dose assessment codes were 
written. It has been demonstrated that many transport ancl dose models 
can now be implemented on current generation personal computers. 

The advantage of dose assessment models implemented on microcomputer 
systems is that they can routinely be made available for peer-review. 
Such interactions would likely result in significant state-of-the-art 
improvements being made to the Agency's methodology at no cost to the . 
Agency. 
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2.6 RecommendatiOns on the"Use of'Mbdels'for RadionUclides-~ 

Clearly the use of measured data as the basis for the Radionuclides 
NESHAP is preferable to calculational models whenever it can be reasonably 
obtained because there is no need to estimate exposures if real and 
representative data are used. For example, measured ambient air concentration 
are more defensible than an estimate of air concentration based on an 
approximate source term and an atmospheric dispersion model. \olhen used 
with care, models can be and are a necessary tool for deriving and complying 
with the Radionuclides NESHAP; however, attention should be given to 
uncertainties and the presentation of 1oodel inputs and outputs in understandable 
and useful formats. 1be Subcamlittee makes the follOWing reccmnendations 
concerning the use of models for the radionuclides NESHAP: 

1 • The EPA should use site-specific measured data on source terms 
and environmental concentrations especially for sources that represent 
complex assessment situations where current models fail. EPA should 
also use site-specific measured data, or at least generic study 
results, where available, for o~er input parameters to the models. 

2. 1-lhere sufficient data are not· available, the EPA must apply 
updated state-of-the-art calculational models in its derivation of 
the radionuclides NESHAP. To do so, EPA must intensify its efforts 
to employ current and state-of-the-art models for each major model 
component used to determine the risk to public health from various 
radionuclide emissions sources. EPA must also incorporate both 
recent advances in modeling methods and the results of validation 
studies in environmental transport and plune dispersion models. 

3. 1be EPA must clearly state the objectives of the risk assessment 
calculations. The Subcolmittee reccmnends clarifying both the 
objectives of the assessments and the steps necessary in the ecological 
and dosimetric modeling to meet those objectives. Statements of 
objectives are necessary to provide information regarding the intended 
conservatism or realism of the assessment calculations. 1be 
clarification of objectives will also serve as a guide in making 
decisions to use conservative or realistic model assumptions and 
in the choice parameter values. Specifying the objectives will be 
invaluable in justifying the choice of parameter values, thus making 
the results more defensible, 

4. Th.e Subcoamittee strongly suggests that dose estimates be 
realistic, relevant to defined populations, and accompanied by 
a quantitative statement of urx:ettainty which can be propagated 
into the dose-risk framework. Scenarios can be used as part of 
this approach. For f!ll:ample, if continuous exposure at a certain 
location is part of the scenario, the occupancy factor is fixed (at 
1 00%) and only the variations in the other parameters contribute to 
the uncertainty estimate. 
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5. The EPA must clearly display input/our:put: parameters used in 
the calculational models for the Radionuclides NESHAP risk assessment. 
Particular attention should be given to the population distribution of 
calculated health effect estimates among the population at risk. 
These estimates must be displayed as a table showing the distribution 
of risks over the population, broken down by such categories as: 

' 
a. the ind i vich.w.l risk level, 

b. the size of the population subgroup at that risk 
level, and 

c. the estimated incidence of particular effects that 
occur at the given individual risk level in the particular 
population subgroup. 

The SubcOIIIDittee strongly supports the presentation of calculated 
risk data for the Radionuclides NESHAP standards in a format similar to 
that in the mauorandun on benz~e (5). 

When preparing supporting documehts for the Radionuclides NESHAP, EPA 
should display all assumptions, input parameters and research and 
studies upon which they were based, The presentation of uncertainties 
(See Section 5.0) will also contribute to greater credibility and 
understanding of the risk assessment process, 

6. All dose assessment computer codes for radionuclides should be 
developed for use on microcomputers unless code size and complexity 
requirements justifies the use of mainframe machines. Such codes 
must be made readily available for review by outside peer, expert, 
and user groups. 
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3.0 SCIENITFIC BASIS OF RISK ASSESSMENJ: METHOOOLCGY 

Portions of the AIRDJS-EPA methodology are no longer state-of-the-art, 
and must be updated to incorporate important recent advances in modeling 
radionuclide transport through envirotDDental pathways. lhe current 
transport methodology was state-of-the-art and scientifically defensible 
some 5-10 years ago. However, EPA's general methodology, and the radionuclide 
transport sections of AIR!Xll-EPA in particular, have not changed substantively 
since that time. Na.ny advances have been made in the field of modeling 
radionuclide transport within the last five years but EPA has not incorporated 
such advances into its own methodology. Examples of such advances that 
are not currently reflected in AIR!Xll-EPA are discussed below under the 
categories of mo:iel structure, model validation, model uncertainty, parameter 
sensitivity, and model docl.lnentation and accessability. 

3.1 Model Structure 

lhe foodchain portion of AIROOS-EPA is a steady-state model adapted 
from earlier codes such as HER!1ES(6)and fo=l.ations in the u.s. Nuclear 
Regulatory Conmission Guide 1.109(7); 1he main differences between 
AIRDOS-EPA and these earlier methodologies involve the choice of certain 
parameter values. lhe deposition-ingestion sections of AIROOS-EPA are 
based on straightforward fo=lae that are well-docunented and generally 
accepted. lhe choices of parameter values are generally based on relevant 
scientific literature. 

lhe Subcomnittee favors the use of dynamic models because there are 
distinct disadvantages of steady-state models such as AIRDOS-EPA. For 
example, predictions of steady-state models only apply accurately to chronic, 
constant release scenarios. In practice, E!llissions fraD many types of 
facilities are not constant, but rather episodic or seasonal. FUrthermore, 
steady-state models are not well-suited to handle the very marked seasonal 
changes in climatological conditions, agricultural practices, and food 
distribution patterns. Finally, steady-state models are not fully testable 
because many data sets are in the :t:orm of time-series measurements , which 
cannot be directly compared to steady-state model predictions. In short, 
steady-state foodchain models are limited in application, mt realistic, 
and not readily subject to direct validation. Several dynamic foodchain 
models have been developed outside EPA, including RAGTIME (8), ECCSYS (9) 
RADFOOD(10)and PA1HolAY(11). These codes incorporate the dynamic processes 
necessary for mot'e realistic simulation of radionuclide transport through 
the environment. Dynamic models of course, do handle chronic, steady-state 
release easily, and they are not difficult to structure or program. 

Numerous parameters which are known to vary considerably in time 
and space are treated as constants in AIRDJS-EPA. These include, for 
example, the pasture intake of dairy cows, the foliar interception 
fraction, and the source fraction of various foods to people in a particular 
locale. Recent, more updated models, have successfully dealt with these 
variations to produce more realistic estimates (11). 

Several basic pathways which are frequently important in the natural 
environment are not included in AIRDJS-EPA. For ex:ample, resuspension of 
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recent deposits on the soil by wind or other disturbance is a very important 
process for arid and semi-arid environments, especially When longer-lived 
radioilUClides are involved (11). Sensitivity analyses for many silllultaneously 
varying parameters reveal that resuspension can be, in some cases, a 
dominant process affecting dose to man (12), Another eKample of emitted 
pathways in AIROOS-EPA is soil ingestion, both by cattle and people, 
especially children. These phenomena, and nunerical estimates, are 
well-docunented in the literature (11, 13), The l:'elative importance of soil 
ingest ion is usually small, but under sane cil:'cumstances , this pathway 
can be considerably more important than othel:'s. These pathways, by their 
emission, may in sane cases offset the generally conservative choices of 
parameter values in AIRIOS-EPA. 

As another example of shortcomings in model structure, in the atmospheric 
diffusion portion of AIRIXS-EPA, the code does not deal adequately with 
complex terrain and building wake effects. :furthermore, the use of the 
harmonic mean of morning and afternoon lid heights throughout the day was 
questioned by the Subcommittee. 

3.2 tbdel Validation 

Effotts by EPA to validate or 1:est the accuracy of AIRIOS-EPA appear 
to. have been minimal, especially for· that portion of the model subequent 
to dispersion which treats deposition, environmental transport and ingestion, 
The Gaussian plume model portion, holo;ever, has been compared to real data 
sets with encouraging results, for which EPA should be commended. Without 
a good deal of effort to validate as many steps in the risk assessment 
calculations as is possible, the results will always be subject to criticism 
by the public, as well as the scientific community. For example, there 
has already been considerable criticism by representatives of industry 
who claim that due to over-conservatism in the assessment models, the 
regulatory standards are unreasonably restrictive. Others are likely to 
look for the other extl:'eme, arguing that standards are too pemissive. 
Without convi.J!cing model validation data, EPA will be unsure of their 
degree of conservatism or accuracy and therefore have continual difficulty 
in defending some of its regulatory positions. 

The field of radioilUClide transport model validation is relatively 
new, but rapid advances are currently being made in the u.s. and in 
numerous other countries, We are rapidly progressing fran peer-review 
and model c~arisCXI ex&cises to real~l:'ld CCillp<U"Sions between model 
predictions and independent field data sets. Because of its scrutiny 
by peers and the courts, the PATHWAY model received fairly exhaustive 
validation testing some five years ago with data sets made possible by 
extensive foodchain sampling programs in the western u.s. during the 
latter part of the weapons fallout era (14). More recently, the BIOMOVS 
(Biospheric Model Validation Study) effort was initiated by the Swedish 
Government and has matured into a truly international effort, involving 
some 15-20 nations. The BIOOVS program gained exceptional mcmenturo 
fran the Chernobyl accident, which l:'esulted in the accumulation of 
extensive data sets from at least a dozen sites world-wide. Active u.s. 
participants have not included people from EPA. A similar model validation 
effott has been initiated as a CoordiJ:1ated Research Program by the International 
Atomic Ehergy Agency, but again, without EPA participation. 
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Clearly, model validation is crucial to the achievement of public 
and scientific credibility of risk assessments. A reasonable, 'AOrkable 
methodology exists, as do ntlllerous data sets, There is ample opportunity 
for EPA to bolster its effort in the area of model validation. 

3.3 Model Uncertainty 

The 

attempt 
COllliP-L'='-" honesty and full disclosure 

in arriving at dose or risk estimates. All model structures and parameter 
values have inherent and unavoidable uncertainties which owe to real-lolOrld 
complexity and variability, as well as to a lack of knowledge, data, or 
both, Therefore all model predictions contain correspcrn:ling uncertainties, 
Without rigorously derived uncertainty estimates, the credibility of 
dose or risk values cannot be judged. My enlightened reviewer will 
likely assign a very low credibility to an estimate not accompanied by a 
statement of uncertainty, 

In the case of AIRDOS-EPA, it is clear that little or no formal 
propagation of uncertainties through the methodology has been carried 
out. While data with which to construct uncertainty distributions on 
many parameters is lacking, it is still reasonable to construct such 
distributions, reflecting the actual degree of ignorance on the part 
of the modeler. Methods for propagating uncertainties through radionuclide 
transport models are available (15, 16), as are published estimates of 
uncertainty for many critical transport parameters (12,17,18,19). 

3.4 Parameter Sensitivity 

An impo=nt aspect of model evaluation is that of understanding the 
relative degre.,.. to which individual processes or parameters affect the 
model prediction, and the degree to which uncertainty in a parameter 
affects model outpUt uncertainty. A sensitivity analysis can be carried 
out siiDUltaneoualy with an uncertainty analysis (1 2), or it may be done 
independently. M:xieling is seld<::m perfect, so as long as needs justify 
and resources permit, modelers should strive to continually evaluate and 
improve their models, Conducting a series of sensitivity analyses is the 
most efficient way to reveal the most influential pat:h-.ys and parameters, 
and thus to guide the expenditure of resources and effort for the sake of 
model improvement. Sensitivity analysis techniques are readily available 
and have been successfully applied to dose assessment models (11,12,20), 
It is not evident to the Subcowmittee that EPA has made any substantive 
effort in the area of sensitivity analysis related to the Radionuclides 
NESBAP or, in particular, AIRDOS-EPA. 

* The Subc011111ittee defines "best estimate" as the arithmetic mean in the 
case of normal distributions and the geometric mean (median) in the 
case of log-normal distributions, lhe best estimate for other distribution 
shapes requres specific statistical definition to avoid confusion. 
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3.5 Model Documentation and Accessabili£1 

The current EPA codes for radiation dose assessment are not clearly 
and concisely docunented, nor are they readily available for outside use 
or peer review. This hinders progressive evolut:ion of the codes because 
independent critique and input is wade difficult. It is useful to concisely 
docunent models in the open literatu:t:'e so that they can be openly examined. 
Such docuuentation should include a clear statement of the objectives of 
the models, including a definition of the target individuals or population 
groups to which the output applies as well as a careful exposition of and 
justification for the model structure and parac!eter values. The advances 
in the power and speed of personal computers have been shown to make 
possible their use for many complex models. The ability to distribute 
models enhances the process of positive model evolution. 

3.6 Reccmnendatians an !'bdels Used in EPA's Radionuclide Risk Assessment 

1 • The Office of Radiation Programs must become state-of-the-art in 
its risk assessment methodologies. The transport portions of AIROOS-EPA 
need extensive revisions. Hethods already developed by other groups for 
model validation, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis need to be incorporated. 
This task may be accomplished most efficiently by establishing a close, 
continuing working relationship with a group or individuals ackmwledged 
to be current in these fields. ]mmeaiate use of uncertainty estimates and 
validation exercises from other trans~ort models is essential if EPAs short-term 
goals for NESHAP develo~ent are to be achieved. For the longer-term, 
EPA should develop its own capabilities with the help of others and 
participate more actively in national and international meetings devoted 
to these topics. 

2. The Office of Radiation Programs should carefully define the 
generic individuals and/or populations to which its risk assessments are 
targeted and carefully articulate these definitions in the Background 
Information Document and other relevant documents. 

3. The dose/risk assessments conducted by EPA must provide best 
estimates (as defined on page 9) along with statistically appropriate 
measures of uncertainty. The probabilitites of individuals receiving 
doses or risks at various fractions or multiples of the best estimates 
should be clearly revealed in all numerical presentations. 

4. As the Office of Radiation Programs develops new software to 
accomplish dose/risk assessments, codes c~tible with persalal COili'\lters 
should be encouraged. This strategy is not only cost-effective, but it 
facilitiates future improvements, camrunication capabilities, and credibility 
within the public and scientific community. 

These recoo:mendations are consistent with, and in some cases almost 
identical to, those developed during the Science Advisory Board's 1984 
review (21). 
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4,0 THE USE OF SITE-SPECIFIC DA~ 

4. 1 Data from Other Federal Programs Should be Incorporated in the BID 

The EPA is not always using the most appropriate data available in the 
performance ot radionuclide NESHAP develo]lllmt, Since preparation of the 
Background Information Document in 1984, a great deal of new data, of 
significant potential value to this work, has been produced. While !lllch 
of this information is not yet published, it must be accessed and used 
by EPA in preparing the Radionuclides NESHAP 

Review of available documentation (provided by the EPA for the SAB 
Subconmittee review, and presented during the July 13-15, 1988 Subcoomittee 
open meeting in Washington, D.C,) dBDOnStrates that data available from 
current non-EPA programs directly related to EPA guidelines develo]lllmt 
'WOrk are not being used. For example, the Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial 
Action Project (lMI'RAP) has produced significant quantities of data 
(22,23) that should be used to support the derived source term for mill 
tailings sites. These data include monitoring results for radon and 
radioactive particulates in air, mi:ll tailings pile radionuclide inventories, 
etc. Uranium mill tailings pile airborne plrticulate emissions are 
monitored constantly at all UMTRAP mill tailings sites undergoing remedial 
action. l-bnitoring is performed at background (remote) locations, upwind 
and downwind of the site, and at several other locations including the 
closest resident's horoe. Particle filters are regularly analyzed for 
gross alpha contamination, and analyzed quarterly for Ra-226 and Th-230, 
the t:'WO principal radionuclides of concern in suspended dust from tailings 
piles. These data are regularly reviewed by the U.S. Department of 
Energy (OOE), and are quality assured using National Bureau of Standards 
standarization of all measurements. Other recent projects, including 
OOE' s Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FIJSRAP) and Surplus 
E'acilities projects should prove to be good sources of new air concentration 
data for additional radionuclides. furing current develo]lllent of the 
Radionuclides NESHAP, access to such recent data is essential. 

4.2 Site-Specific Parameters and Measurements Should be Used whenever Possible 

Site-specific parameters and measurements should be used whenever 
possible, in place of default or generic parameters, when modeling the 
potential i.mpact of facilities. ~-.bile the Agency has employed site-specific 
parameters in s001e of the Radionuclides NESHAP r.10rk reviewed, additional 
effort is needed in this area to be more certain that exposure, dose and 
risk estiwates accurately reflect existing conditions. 

Uranium mine and mill exposure estimates within the exisiting l:!ID 
are based on model facilities, when data concerning release rates, transport, 
and exposure could be employed to make a more accurate estimate of facility 
impact. In certain cases, (for exsmple, the M:>unt Taylor uranium mine in 
New Nexico), site-specific modeling could lead to significantly more 
realistic exposure estimates for the nearby population. 
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4. 3 ReconJDendationa for the Aquisitioo and Use of Additional Data 

1. The EPA should initiate a thorough survey of all current reuedial 
action programs sponsored by the government. The survey should identify 
key personnel within each project capable of quickly_providing the relevant 
data. The Oak Ridge Nationa:l laboratory's report, Renedial Action Contacts 
Directory, =uld be a good starting point. (24) 

2. The EPA should request immediate access to other federal data 
relevent to the Radionuclides NESHAP work. These data include the following. 

a. Radioactive particulate concentrations. 

b. Nonradioactive dust concentrations. (Suppleuentary, for 
comparison purposes). 

c. Radon and other radioactive gas concentrations. 

d. Meterological data. 

e. Radionuclide concentrations in the specific source material 
(e.g., tailings or gypsun stacks), 

f. Particle size information (pile and airborne). 

g. Solubility information (standardized lung fluid tests). 

h. Quality control information defining conditions under which 
the data were collected and analyzed. 

3, The EPA should use existing data sets to correct the results of 
AIRDOS-EPA for specific sites. For example, environmental monitoring 
data provided by the 1:1lunt Taylor representatives and the New Mexico 
Environmental Improvement Division study of radon concentrations in the 
Grants New Mexico area, =uld provide a basis for evaluating the results 
of AIROCS-EPA predictions for that specific mine's emissions. EPA should 
perform similar corrections for all other facilities for Which measured 
concentration data are available. 

4. Data sets acquired from outside sources llllSt be inspected 
carefully for systematic quality control errors, to allow evaluation of 
the accuracy of results employing that information, 
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5. 0 UNCERTA!NiY 

5.1 The' &ole· of-oncertaintY.in.Risk-Arialysis 

Because ~ii:adve estimates of the uncertainty provide very important 
information to t decision maker and others concerned with the risk 
decision, the Subcommittee recommends in strongest terms that EPA make 
quantitative estimates of the uncertainty associated with the Agency's 
dose and risk estimates. Calculations of uncertainty clarify the reliability 
of the central estimate and provide information essential to understanding 
the reliability of the estimate. 

In 1984, the Science Advisory Board recommended (21 ) that the Office 
of Radiation Programs explicitly present uncertainties as part of the 
radionuclides risk assessment. The Office of Management and Budget (25), 
the Office of Science and Technology Policy (26) , the National Science 
Foundation (27), and the EPA Administrator (5), have further E!llphasized 
the need for defining uncertainties j.n risk assessments. 

The October 1984 Background Infomation DociJDent ( 4) SUIIllarizes 
(Vol. l,p. 7-29) sane sources of uncertainty and the "reasonable" accuracy 
which was stated to be a factor of three to four. The problem with this 
qualitative approach is that there is no way to substantiate the stated 
range even though a "factor of three to four" may correctly describe the 
accuracy of dose calculations to represent typical members of the population. 
This assumed range of error in the source term and environmental transport 
is close to that estimated for the dose response models (e.g., ORP's 
risk estimate of 120-750 lung cancers per million persc:n WIM, with a 
central estimate of 300, implies an uncertainty factor of 2.5). (28) 
Because the uncertainty in the source term and envirorunental transport 
models is believed to be of the same order of magnitude as that for 
dose-response models, uncertainty estimates for source terms and transport 
play an important role in establishing the total ~mcertainty of the 
calculations of health effects. 

The uncertainty statement, however, must have an interpretation that is 
understood and preferably is of use in decision making. The uncertainty 
estimate is more than simply a statement about lack of koowledge. Given 
the proper conceptual fr~k. e.g. establishing probability distributions 
of parameters based upon expert judgement or data, the uncertainty estimate 
can be used to express the probability that the true dose does not exceed 
a specific value. This framewrk enables the uncertainty estimate to be 
used in a meaningful way for decision making. 

To avoid misleading the decision-maker, uncertainty statements should 
also be accompanied by a discussion of what the model does and does not 
include. To the extent that a model omits certain pathway or processes, 
it is incomplete, however, uncertainty analysis cannot assess the 
completeness of a model. Because uncertainty analysis, can only reflect 
the pathways and/or processess accounted for in the model, it cannot 
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defensibly Ca!!pensate for the omissions of pathways and/or processes. 
For example, in AIROCS-EPA the absence of relevant pathways (as identified 
in Section 3•0, page 7) cannot be adequately accounted for by uncertainty 
analysis without arbitrarily inflating the total uncertainty in an indefensible 
manner. 

5. 2 Improvements in the Estimates of Uncertainty 

It is essential that the EPA progress fran qualitative, estimates 
of uncertainty to sOUndly based nunerical estimates that cover all 
portions of the calculations. The need for esti.I.Jates of the uncertainty 
in the risk assessment results was identified in the initial review of 
the SAB in 1984 (21). Although sane qualitative and nunerical estimates 
were given for portions of the source, transport, and dose calculations 
in the 1984 BID, the overall uncertainty in the estimates of dose was not 
evaluated in an integrated and focused manner ( 4) • 

The ORP has stated its intention to again vrovide qualitative estimates 
of un:ertainty and believes t~m tci be adequate (2). The Subc011111ittee 
strongly disagrees because the proposed ORP approach is not state-of-the-art 
and the argument that it is too difficult to perform a quantitative 
evaluation is not valid. Currently the capabiliity to perform Mmte 
Carlo calculations yielding probability distributions for the dose estimates 
is widely available on personal canputers. Techniques for these stochastic 
calculations have been described and used by several other groups in 
similar evaluations of dose fran particular sources of radionuclides 
released to the environment. (References 12,15,16,17,20, and 29, for 
example), The available techniques and desktop calculational capabilities 
permit t~ improvements rec011111ended below to be accOII\)lished in a timely 
manner. 

5.2.1 Sensiti~1ty Analtsis: The Agency must perform sensitivity analyses 
to identify thE.- '!lOSt cr tical parameters for the bllportant exposure pathways 
for the various source categories. The EPA has already identified some 
critical exposure pathways as the result of dose calculations presented 
in the 1 984 Background Information Docunent. (See Table 7. 6-1 , Volune 1 
page 7-28 and the assessments for specific source categories in Volume 2,) 
For most of the categories , inhalation is the critical pathway. Food 
chain transport was found to be ~rtant for the "OOE facility" category 
and may also be important for the 'NRC licensee and other federal facility'' 
and the "uranium fuel cycle" facility categories. 

5.2.2 Parameter Variability: The EPA must define the distributions of 
the most lmportant parameters identified in the sensitivity analyses. 
The problems in establishing reasonable probability distributions are 
often less difficult than expected for several reasons. This procedure 
can be facilitated by establishing the maxtmum conceivable range of 
values and the estimate of central tendency. llultiplicative models have 
been sh<M\ not to be extremely sensitive to distribution shape, a finding 
that can be confirmed by modifying distribution types and comparing 
results prcduced by the various assllllled distributions. The EPA must 
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also define the distributions of the measurements or estimates of the 
source cerma for the various categories. 

5.2.3 Pr~tion of Uncertai~: For each source category, the EPA 
should pei\Oim MOnte car!o cal ations to determine the dose distribution 
that results from variations of the critical parameters, Note that these 
calculations can often be performed separately on a personal computer 
without running AIRDOO-EPA repetitively. This is accomplished using a 
reduced model which explicitly considers only the critical variables. 

The reduced model should yield nearly the same final result as the 
complex model. Monte carlo calculations are then performed ·tor those 
variables to generate frequency distributions for the estimated dose. 
Calculations such as those performed by Dr. <llambers and sulnitted as 
part of his testimony on July 13, 1988 exemplify what can be done (30). 

It is also possible that analytical error propagation methods may 
work sufficiently well for simple exposure pathways. Those pathways, 
e.g. inhalation, that are not modeled by a large number of parameters or 
processes may be especially amenable to this treatment. It appears that 
for 8 of the 11 source categories ~ ORP' s June 21 menorandum (2), inhalation 
may be the main exposure pathway. 'lhe principal differences between the 
pathways would be the variability of ·the source term and local meteorology. 

When asst.UDptions must be made regarding the shape of input parameter 
distributions, the uncertainties of parameters will also reflect the lack of 
knowledge of environmental processes. Uncertainty statements should also 
be made for systematic errors which result in model bias. M:ldel bias was 
seen for individual sites in the comparison of AIRDOS-EPA with measured 
values (31). For t:my one site, the predictions were consistently above 
or below the measured values. Such comprehensive evaluations significantly 
contribute to the ability to make quantitative uncertainty statements. 
For example, the spread of predictions after adjustment for the observed 
bias can be used as an estimate of the ut"~:ertainty in downwind air concentrations, 
at least for the sites considered in the comparison. 

5. 3 Recamtendation Regarding the Estimation of Uncertainty 

The &'uhcamtittee strongly recamtends that the EPA make quantitative 
estimates of uncertainty for. the risk assessment for each source category. 
These uncertainty estimates and their bases need to be presented as part 
of the Radionuclides NESHAl'. 

The EPA does not have time to ccn:luct a comprehensive quantitative 
uncertainty analysis of AIRDOS before publication of the revised proposal 
in February 1989. It is, hcMever, both possible and desiresble for the 
Agency to make some interim quantitative estimate of uncertainty based on 
studies of similar models, Therefore, the EPA should acquaint itself with 
ongoing and completed studies of uncertainty in envirotlllental transport 
models, report the nature of the uncertainties studied and their magnitudes, 
and discuss those findings and models in relation to AIRDOS. The sensitivity 
analysis' studies of parameter variability, and propagation of ureettainty 
identified above will take longer to complete and should therefore be 
started promptly so that they may be used in the final regulations. EXperienced 
people could be realistically expected to complete such work within cwo years. 
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6.0 lDDElS FOR CO!<PLIANCE APPLICATIOOS 

6. 1 Apelication of Simple Models 

The commercial and non-commercial use of radionuclides is licensed 
by u.s. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). A large proportion of these 
licensees involve the use of small quantities of radionuclides which 
likely represent a very small risk to the public. The Subcommittee 
believes that the series of computer codes presently employed by the 
Agency for the Radionuclides NESHAP are complex and virtually unavailable 
to most scientists and other users because they are on main frame computet"s. 
These limitations fat" denonstt"ating compliance must be t"ecognized. The 
Subcommittee believes that an approach originally reconmmded by the 
National council on Radiation Protection and Measunments (NCRP), of 
applying the most simple models first, followed by a mot"e complex model, 
if necessary, is appt"opriate (32). It is, thet"efot"e encouraging to 
note that the Agency recognizes that othet" simple, uset"-ft"iendly and less 
costly model programs are available, can meet the same objectives, and 
would be mot"e appmpdate to demonstrate compliance. However, a formal 
pt"ocess must be established for comparing the t"esults of any alternative 
methodologies with that of the EPA's to facilitate their approval and use. 

A tiet"ed appt"oach which meets this criteria is being proposed fat" detennining 
compliance using Annual Possession and Air concentration Tables, application 
of Level II and III of the NCRP Sct"eening Model (33) and/ot" EPA's microcomputer 
Code (W1PIX). This methodology appears to be based on sound envimnmental 
tt"anspot"t and t"adiation pt"otection pt"inciples. however, the Subcommittee 
has not specifically reviewed these methods in any detail fat" such compliance 
applications. 

6.2 Recomnendations on Alternative Canpliance Scz:eening llodel Developnent 

The Subcomnittee recarmends that EPA develop criteria for the evaluation 
of alternative compliance models and publish a pt"ocess fat" gaining their 
approval. The Subcarmittee stmngly suppot"ts the EPA's proposed tiet"ed 
appt"oach fOt" NRC License compliance and recommends its application fot" 
the Radionuclides NESHAP. The Subcarmittee also strongly enCOUt"ages EPA 
to subject these compliance pt"Ocedut"es to peet"-t"eview. High priot"ity 
must be given to making the proposed methodologies available to uset"s in 
a timely manner. 

The Subcommittee also encourages EPA to apply the same philosophy 
and appt"oach, i.e. simple models first, followed by mot"e complex methods, 
where appropriate to assess compliance for categories of sources other 
than radionuclides. 
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APPENDIX A 

1-!::MORANDOM 
.I t 

SOSJECT: Radiation Risk Assessment Methqdolog1 ~ . 

FROM: 
i I ' I • 

Richard J. Guimond, Director L \.:;,.;'7\ J.:').'•'··-,/ 
Office of ~adiation Programs (ANR~4SS), ~ 

TO: Donald Barnes, Director 
Science Advisory Board (A-101) 

At our April 12,· 1988, meeting on radionuclide NESHAPS, 
we agreed to supply past background documents used to support 
NESaAPS rulemaking. Attached for transmission to the Radiation 
Advisory committee of the science Advisory Board (SAB) are copies 
of the background information documents produced in support of 
the various Clean Air Act radionuclide rulemakings. A copy of 
the latest document describing our risk assessment methodology, 
to be used in support of a low-level radioactive waste management 
standard, is also attached. 

The risk assessment methodology that will be used to 
develop new background information documents will be virtually 
identical to that used in the past with respect to source, 
dispersion, and pathway modeling. However, we propose to incor
porate a dose-risk factor range of 120 to 1200 fatal cancers per 
million person-rem to account for the uncertainty in that factor. 
The central estimate of risk for whole-body, low-let radiation to 
the geneJ.:al public will be determined by using a risk factor of 
400 fatal cancers per million person-rem, corresponding to the 
linear, relative-risk model in BEIR III. The whole-body risk 
will be allocated among the various target organs, consistent 
with an org~n specific relative risk model for all cancers other 
than leukemia and bone cancer. 

Also, we propose to base the radon risk estimates on the 
preferred model contained in BEIR IV. We will send you another 
memorandum which expands on our proposed treatment of radon and 
requests your comments. . ,. 

Other modifications to the methodology will compute the 
effective dose equivalent, as defined by ICRP, and the radon 
equilibrium ratio as a function of distance from a radon source. 

/ 
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of lesser importance, we propose to make adjustments in our 
thyroid risk estimates in light of current information as 
summ<n-ized in NCRP Report No, 80, First, the estimate of 20% 
mortalitY for radiation-induced thyroid cancer would be changed 
to 10\, The 20\ figure relates to mortality from all thyroid 
cancers; however, there is ample evidence that the types of 
thyroid cancer induced by ionizing radiation have a mortality of 
only about 10\, Second, I-131 would be considered to be one
third as effective as x-rays for induction of thyroid cancer, 
rather than one-tenth, as assumed previously. The data regarding 
this question are incomplete and somewhat conflicting--one animal 
study has shown I-131 to be considerably more effective than 
previously thought, 

It is extremely important that we obtain your review of our 
current risk assessment methods and our proposed changes to these 
methods by August 1, 1988, This date is made necessary by our 
plans to finish the recalculation of risk assessments by early 
September in. order to have decision documents ready for Agency 
and Administrator reviews this fall. We will make every attempt 
to incorporate your comments as we proceed. However, our 
schedule is inflexible due to a court-mandated proposal date of 
February 28, 1989, t f we receive your comments after August 1, 
1988, we may not be able to utilize them in performing the risk 
assessment which will supporc'the development of the proposed rule 
although it may be possible to take note of your comments in the . 
preamble to the proposed rule and consider them fer the final rule, 
which has a court-mandatea promulgation date of AUgust 31, 1989. 

If the Radiation .'1-dVisory Committee has any questions about the 
attached material or our approach to risk assessment, please let me 
know, 

5 Attachments 

cc: Gordon Burley (AN:R--458 I 
J. William Gunter (ANR-460 I 
Terrence A, Mc:t. aughlin (ANR--460 I 

.. 
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Radon-222 from POE Facilities 

o There ate about 5 facilities with radon-222 emissions 
due to uranium ore residues remaining from the former 
Manhattan Engineering District Sites. 

o Major sites are the Fernald site and the Monticello 
tailings pile. 

o All sites will be assessed using site specific data. 

o source term data will be somewhat uncertain due to 
fugitive emissions, control technology and cost data 
good. 

o This is new work. 

Coal-fired Boilers 

o There are about 1200 utility boilers, and tens of 
thousands industrial boilers. 

o Boilers will be characterized and grouped and model 
boilers developed. 

o Number of people at risk will be uncertain: 
considerable exposure overlap is expected due to the 
large number of boilers. 

o Latest OAQPS data on ris~ and emissions to be used • 
. 

uranium Fuel cycle Facilities 

o There are approximalty 100 major nuclear power 
stations that require approximately 30 to 40 support 
facilities of various kinds. 

o Previous analysis in 1975 is obsolete. 

o Sites will be assessed based on models. 

o Uncertainty is moderate due to model approach. 

o This is new work. 



- ----- ----- -----------

Sigh-level Radioactive waste 

o No facilities are in existence. 

o Previous EPA work under Atomic Energy Act authority 
judged sufficient. 

o This category is given low level of effort. 

Phosphogypsum Piles 

o All sites (80) will be assessed using site specific 
data. 

o Data will be good: uncertainty moderate largely due to 
uncertainty in emissions data. 

o This is all new work. 



For Each Source Category 

T the extent possible, we will provide for each category 
the following information: 

- Individual fatal cancer risks based on site specific 
meteorology, demographics, and emissions. 

- The number of people at risk of fatal cancer by 
range of risk and incidence. 

- Feasibility and cost of controls and resulting risk 
reduction. 

- Health effects in addition to fatal cancer, to 
the extent known. 

- uncertainties. 
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~ork Assignment 1-41, c~a~ge 1 

• Scope of Work Amendment 

section v. Scooe of NOrk, under item 1 add the following: 

The contractor shall prepare a detailed examination of cost 
effectiveness for all control options for phosphogypsum 
stacks. This shall include cost estimates using actual 
data from representative stacks in the industry. 

e;co...O""'''-
The contra~tor shall also prepare a~gulat~ Impact 
Analysis (~A) in support qf the rulemaking activities for 
phosphogypsum stacks. ThetRIA shall include the industrial 
profile prepared under WAl-41. In addition, the contractor 
shall prepare an economic inpact analysis and a 
cost-benefit analysis for all control options • 

•• 
The~IA shall also include summary discussions of emission 
_levels, risk levels, feasible control options, and an 
examination of the possible misuse of phosphogypsum and th~ 
benefits of preventinv this misuse. The.RIA shall also 
include a Regulatory Flexibility Analysis. The'~IA shall 
be of adequate scope and depth of analysis to support a 
major rulemaking. 

Section V. Scoce of Work, under item 4 add the following: 

The contractor shall prepare an evaluation of the work 
performed by other program offices within EPA as described 
in WA l-41. 

• Economic Analysis Report Change 

sectio~ VI. Reports is changed as·follows: 

Draft outline for EA chapters: 5 copies, 7 days after W.A. 
Assignment Change l is issued. 

Schedule for EA chapters: same as above. 

Draft EA: 20 copies, October 1, 1988 

Final EA: 20 copies, December l, 1988 
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Chapter 6. Phosphogypsum Stacks 

Scooe of tlork 

Tas~ 1: Risk Zstimates 
The Contractor s~all ?'epara a re9ort, for use i~ tr.e a:~! 
on the frequency dist~ib~t1on of r1sk levels from 
Pnospho;y9sum scac~s in the U.s. for use in the sack;~o~~c 
Information Document (3:Dl. ~he Contractor shall use 
EPA-approved assessme~t models, sue~ as ISC/LT, in 
consultation witn tne 7asK Ma~ase~. to compute the 
frequency distribution, as well as existing risk ese~mates 
(using AIRDOS/OARTA3l whicn are available from E~R;. 

!n preparing the report, the contractor shall address the 
following techr.lcal issues: 

1.1 Make adjustments for the variation of radon decay product 
equilibrium fractton as a function of distance. Current 
estimates assume a constant 70\ equilibrium fraction. Tn~s 
adjustment will lower the. ris~ to populations within 20 
kilometers of each stack, 

1.2 compute the correct number of people at each risk level for 
phosphogypsum stacks that are co-located. This will 
involve the resolution of two problems: ll Summing the 
radon exposures to individuals from multiple piles, and 2) 
correctly counting the populations ex~~sed to each pile 
without douole-counting those populat:~ns exposed to 
multiple piles. The contractor shall examine the problem 
of considering the varying equilibrium fractions to 
indiv~duals exposed to multiple sources at varying 
distances and determine if a practible solution exists. 
The contractor shall incorporate this solution in 
consultation with the Task Manager. 

1.3 Evaluate the effect of using an elevated height for the 
radon release from a model phosphogypsum stack. Current 
AIRDOS/DARTAB estimates used a ground level release on the 
assumption that this would correctly account for the plume 
downwash caused by the wake effect. 

1.4 Make recommendations regarding the calculation of the 
source term for phosphogypsum stacks. The current 
estimates are based on half the flux for the top layer of 
phosphogypsum, which accounts for the ponded area. 
However, this does not account for the reduced flux on the 
sides of the stack, Which have crusted over and generally 
nave a flux about 20\ of the top layer. Also, the 
Contractor shall examine the effect of calculating the 
source term based on flux Characteristics averaged over the 
lifetime of the stack. 
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:'as~ 2: ~va1uat1on of ~isuse o~ Phosphogypsum 

Tne Contractor ~~all ~~e?=re a r~?O!~ ~cr Jse i~ eh~ 3:~ 
and RIA that exa"':n~s :~e poten~ial for mis~se of ma~ercal 
i~ phosphogypsu~ s:~cc3. ~~is 7~1 ~e a si;ni~ican: pracle, 
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t:om ~e~~; use~ :~r ~Vll :o~c~:~one:. P~OS?hogy?$U~ :an 
also oe m!s~se~ foe i:y~1!l ?r~ti~:~ion. ~nis :epo!t Shail
~e of suff1cent scope and ~~a~::y :o s~pport a aegu:atory 
:~pa:t ~~!lysis f~! r.J:~~1<i~; a::!VL~:~$ invol~in; an 
~~dustrt cost af $i00 ~:::~1n, 

Estimated Level of E~fa~~ 

Task 1: 
TasK 2: 

1000 l~ocr ~~.;!~ 
1000 laoa: nc~r• 

Schedule and Reco:ts 

Draft Report: 
Final Report: 

Jllly -; :3S5t ~ copies 
Augus: 1, :966, 5 copies 
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Title: 

SCOPE OF WORK 
C~mputer Sc~ence C~rp~rat~on - Las Vegas 

C~ntract 168-0l-7365-039 

DESIGN AND CO~ING OF AIR~OS-EPA, VERSION 2 

Backgr~und: 

The Criteria·and Standards Branch, ORP, needs t~ establ~sh 
an upgraded version ~f the codes used f~r d~se and r~sk 
estlmatl~n f~r standard-settlng act~vitles. These upgraded 
code wlll incorporate the latest refinements in calculat~on 
meth~d~l~gies, be m~re flex~ble and easy t~ use, and 
generate output more immedlately useful to Agency decislon 
makers. In order to make these m~d1f1cati~ns, the current 
vers~~n of ma~nframe codes AIRDOS and DARTAB requ1re three 
general mod:f:cat~ons: ~nc~rporat:~n ~f new assessment 
method~l~;:es, enhancement ~! lnput and ~utput pr~cedures, 
and generatlon ~f presentatlon-quality graphics. 

Des=rlption ~f W~r~: 

Al Inc~rp~ration of New Assessment Meth~d~l~gies: 

Under the direction of EPA experts, the c~ntract~r shall mod:fy 
the exist~ng mainframe AIRDOS/DARTAB c~des t~: 

ll vary equilibrlum fract~~n of radon decay ?t~ducts as a 
functi~n ~f d~stance. 

2) Calculate "Effect~ve Dose Equivalent• ac··~rd:ng t~ ICRP2G 
and 30 methodology. 

3) Inc~rp~rate new d~se and r1sk fact~rs. 

41 Recomplle selected sect:~ns ~f c~de f~r m~re efficent 
operatl~n. 

51 (tentative*) calculate nat:~nal impacts ~f rad~n 

6) (tentative*) All~w f~r multiple s~urces, not co-l~cated. 

7) (tentative*) Calculate build:ng wake effects. 

* MethodologleS f~r items marked "tentative" are 
presently be1ng devel~ped by the Bioeffects Analysis 
Branch (BABl. Codlng of these 1tems will require that 
a satisfact~ry meth~d~l~gy be devel~ped by BAB. 



B) Enhancement ~f Input and Output: 

ll set up the codes t~ run in full screen/interactive 
fashi~n. The c~de sh~uld prompt the user to input data :n 
a straight-f~rward and l~g1ca1 manner, preferably us~ng a 
menu f~rmat slmllar t~ that used by the AIROOS-PC code. 
The c~de shall be VERY user-friendly and f~rgiving ~f 
err~rs. If practicable, the code should run in real time 
and not batch m~de. Assessments f~r individual facilitles 
should be easllY access1ble from a menu ~r directory, s~ 
that a m~dif1ed run can be easily made. 

2) All~w the user t~ select meter~logical data fr~m a menu. 
Set up a data base of data sets that can be accessed 
easily. C~de an 1dentif1cation in each meterol~gical data 
set that w1ll all~w the program to ldentify the source of 
the data and the pr~per format. 

31 All~w the user t~ select fr~m existing population grids ~r 
generate new ~nes eas1ly. 

4) Ref1ne output f~r each assessment such that it succ1nctly 
summarizes 1nput, f:le names and imp~rtant d~se and r1sk 
data, Be able t~ print out any and all locati~n tables and 
other output from a menu. 

Sl Have the code make sure that distances 'elected match the 
populati~n grld, 1f applicable. Set Uf t~ run p~pulat1~n 
and indlVldual assessments at the same :lme (the codes must 
now be run separately to alter importe~ f~~d fractions and 
d:stances.l 

6) Store ~he output fr~m each run in a master data base that 
w1ll a::~w for recalculation ~f doses and risks 1f the 
factors' change, and to d~ graphical ~utput summar1es for 
ALL assessments on demand (described later!. 

7) Generate output in three ways: for each facility that :s 
assessed, f~r all facilities in a source category, and 
across all source categories. Categ~ries will be further 
br~ken down int~ Radon and Non-radon gr~ups. There are n~w 
a total ~f 11 s~urce categories: · 

Non-Radon: 

NRC licensees, OOE facilities, High Level Waste 
Facilities, Uranlum Fuel Cycle fac•litles, Elemental 
Ph~sph~rous Plants, Coal Fired Boilers. 

Radon: 

Undergr~und and Open-Plt Uranium X~nes, ACtlve Mlll 
Tailings, Disp~sed M1ll Taillngs, Rad0n from OOE 
fac~lities, Phosphogypsum Piles. 



8) Include in the ~utput f~r each facility the f~ll~wing items: 

a) D~ a syn~psis on just a few pages that summarizes 
facil~ty name, user input, date, run number, and file 
names used and selected ~utput, The selected ~utput 
should be the f~ve h1ghest organ d~ses and effect1ve 
d~se equivalent for individual (mrem/yrl and 
c~llective assessment (PR/YR), the maximum individuals 
lifetime risk, t~tal fatal cancers/yr, and a table 
sh~wing number ~f pe~ple at various r~sk levels. The 
table ~f pe~ple/risk sh~uld be ffl~d~fied t~ include 
t~tal number ~f deaths/yr due to th1s risk ~r h~gher, 
take the risk level d~wn t~ lE-10, and print risks 1n 
x.x EXX format. 

b) Pl~t lS~pleths ~f indlVidual d~se ~n a map of the 
fac~lity and surr0undlngs (Scale t~ be determined!. 
Include p~pulati0n grld inf0rmat1on on thls pl~t, s~ 
that approximate numbers ~f people at vari~us doses 
can be easily seen. Put· a legend at the b~tt~m ~f the 
graph~c show1ng fac1l1ty·name, scale, etc. 

9) Include in the ~utput f0r each s~urce categ~ry the 
follow1ng items: 

a) sh~w the nurr.ber 0f facilities, total ~1mber of pe~ple 
at var1ous tlSk levels, t0tal p~pulatl0n within 80 km 
of all facilltles (assuming n0 overla;l, total fatal 
cancers/yr, total effects/yr, the hl;~~st maximum 
individual r1sk (and 1dentify the fac~:1ty w1th the 
h1ghest r~sk). 

10) Include in the ~utput f~r a summary across all categ~ries 
the follow~ng items: 

a) A summary ~f risks, showing the categories, number of 
s0urces in each, highest individual risk, fatal 
cancers/yr, and t~tal populati~n with ao km. 

b) The t~tal number ~f pe~ple at vari~us risk levels f~r 
each categ~ry, arranged graphically so that all 
categories can be easily c~mpared in a visually 
appealing manner. A gr~uping ~f 3-D col~red 
hist~grams may be appr~priate here. 

c) A graphical ranking ~f highest maximum individual risk 
f0r all of the categ~ries, with EPA-supplied 
uncertainty bars around the risk p~ints. The total 
number ~f deaths/yr shall be 1ncorporated in a 
notation for each categ~ry. 
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Item 10 (continued) 

10) d) A repeai of the above with various dose standards 
superimposed, to show the categQties that would be 
affected by var~ous dose standards. 

C) 

e) A repeat of the above that shows deaths/yt instead of 
maximum individual dose. 

f) (tentative*) National impacts of ra04D from ~e 
assorted radon categories. ~-- __ : · 

Graphics Package: 
-~· 

Add capability t" pr-.1cuce presentatil)n-qua.J.i ty gqtphics 
summariz~ng the d-.1se and r~sk assessments for fa~il~ties, 
categ-.1nes and acr-.1ss all categ-.1ries t" .be used b.y Agency 
decisi._-,n makers. 

• 
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Document 3436G 
OUTPUT FOR AIRDOS-PLUS/MAINFRAME 

ID No,: ______________ __ Date/Time: ___________ ___ 
Run No.: ___________ __ 

·-Facility: __________________________ _. ____________________________ __ 

Address: __________________________________________________ __ 

City: ____________ State: ___ _ ZIP _____ _ 

Source Category: __________________________ _ Year: ________________ _ 

COMMENTS: __________________________ ~----------

INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT: 

For RADON O.lli:!: 

Exposure _in WLM/Y 
.pCi/1 at that location 
Lifetime Fatal Cancer Risk 

POPULATION ASSESSMENT: 

For RADON ONLY: 

Exposure in Person-WLM/Yr 
Total Fatal cancers/Year 

Location: 500 meters North 

For Non-Radon: 

oigan Doses in mrem/y 
ICRP effective dose equivalent 
Lifetime Fatal cancer Risk 

For Non-Radon: 

Person-Rem/Year 
Total Fatal Cancers/Year 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF RISK. LEVELS: 

Total in Fatal Cancers FC/Y from 
Risk Total in Interval per Year from this Interval 
Interval Interval or !!isher this Interval or Hisher 
le-1 to le-2 XXX xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
le-2 to le-~ XXX xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
le-3 to le-4 XXX xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
le-4 to le-5 XXX xxxx xxxx xxxxx 
le-5 to le-6 XXX xxxx xxxx XXX XX 

< le-6 t; h:; XXX xxxx xxxx XX XXX 
S:e =; t:o te-l! XXX xxxx xxxx XXX XX 
~a~~~a t.; •a !l XXX xxxx xxxx XX XXX 
le 9 to le 1e XXX xxxx xxxx XXX XX 
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Page 2 
SITE INFORMATION: 

MET data from: Pocatello, Idaho 1965-1969 

Temperature: 
WBAN:-=-___ HDR: CODE:_ SET:_ 
19 'c 

Rainfall: 
Mixing Height: 

24 cm/yr 
1100 meters 

SOURCE TERM 
Stack No: 

Nuclide Class ~ 1 ~2'---

Area/Stack Height: 
Area/Stack Diameter: 

Plume Rise (units): 

3 4 5 6 

POPULATION ARRAY: Latitude: Longitude: _________ ---
soo 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 20000 30000 

N xxx·x xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
NNW xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
NW xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
w xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
WSW xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
sw xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
ssw xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
s xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
..!, 
DISTANCES USED FOR MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT: 

-------------
FOOD SUPPLY FRACTIONS: 

POPULATION ASSESSMENT: INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT: 

Local Res tonal tm12orted Local 
Veg.: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Meat: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Milk: xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

REFERENCE FILE NAMES FOR ASSESSMENT: 

Prepar File: MGUCAAR,CAA88,ELEMPHOS(FMCCONCl 
STAR Array: MGUCAAR.CAASS.STARL!B(XYZB94Sl 
Population: MGUCAAR.CAA88,POPLIB(POCATELLl 
Radrisk File:CBNRACS.CAAB4.RADRISK,V8401RBD 

Resional ImJ2orted 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
xxxx xxxx 
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Optional Tables (selected by user) 

Environmental Transport Variables: 

(do as now printed in AIROos·J 

Fraction of radioactivity retained after washing: .s 
Ingestion of Produce 
Ingestion of ••• 
• • • • 
Buildup time in soil 

(consult with Barry on what variables to include; will decide 
case-by-case: l 

Radionuclide-specific environmental transport variables: 

For each NUCLIDE: ANLAM, Scavenging Coefficent, Oeposition 
Velocity, Gravitational Settling Velocity,LAMSUR 

Meterological Data: 

(Using a convention of wind FROM the direction and CLOCKWISE 
ordering of directions): Arithmetic Average Wind Speeds, Wind 
Rose, Harmonic Average Wind Speeds, Stability Array, surface 
Roughness length, Height of Wind Measurements (meters), Average 
Wino Speed 

AGRICULTURAL ARRAYS: 

as they currentl¥ appear in AIRDOS oo NOT put in water arrays!! 

CHI/Q tables: 

as they appear in AIRDOS, but put direction ana distances in 
ENGLISH, not numbers: 

CONCENTRATION TABLES: 

Wind 
Toward Distance 
North 5000 

NucHae 
Po-210 

pCi/cu.meters 
(not cm3: l 

2342 

Dry Dep. 
RATE 
234 

Gna Oep. 
RATE 

234 

(deposition rates in terms of cubic meters, not centimeters) 

Input values for Raoionuclide-Indepenoent variables: 

(as they now are printed in AIRDOS) 

INPUT DATA FOR NUCLIDE XXXXX 

as now printed in AIRDOS but DON'T print A!RDOS dose conversion· 
factors; include Buildup Factors and parents. 
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Optional Tables (continued) 

DOSE/RISK Conversion factors from DARTAB 

(at present, units are not printed: can we put units in?) 

Organ dose weighting factors used 

DOSE/RISK Location Tables (offer a logical menu here) 

RN-222 Working Level Tables: 

Equil. 
Direction Distance Fraction ~W~L~M __ _ Person-WLM 

North 1000 . • 36 XXX XXX XX 

(equilibrium fraction and WLM will have to be computed) 

' . .-
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Frequency Distribution 
Individual Risks 

of 

~--total number 
at this risk 
or higher 

E'lemental 
Phosphorous 

Plants 

number 
at this risk 
or higher 

Active 
M iII 

Tailings 
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Proposed 
Standards: 

.-------------------------~---101 

500 '"'~'!.·~.:·;~·~· ~~~~~~~~~~·~··~~~---10-2 mrem/y "':" · ; · 

100 
mrem/y 

25 
mrem/y 

I 

·: . '· '· . . . , .... ,. 

mre-m/y : :; ·: ; · · · · · 

~------------------------~---105 

Elem. Unm. NRC 
Phos. Fuel 

Cycle 

DOE. Coal 
Fired 

Boilers 



Pr.,.Sftl 
St.wbrds -1 
20 :::::;:;:';':.'\':'''·''''''t·~··~·~··~ .. ~~-~-.m·.·~~.~.~.·~·~·~·~.·~· ~··~··~·~··~·~··~·~·~~10 

pCI/1 

4 . · .. :,:. ..... '· '; . ... ' ' 

pCi/1 -2 
~--------------------------~0 

1 ... ' .... 
pCi/1 

0.2 '. . ... ',.". '. ·' ,. ' ....... ·•· 
pCi/1 == 

.. ·, .... , 
-3 

10 

-5 
~---------------------------------+10 

Active Open 
11111 ground Pit 

Tailings Uranium t1ines 
~~----------~~ 

Disposed Phospho- DOE 
t1111 Gypsum Radon 

Tailinas Statts 

;.--' ' 




